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 ### World Press Re-Release to all investors, PRESS, all world leaders.  May 6, 2022. 

 SolutionBankFraud.com ZERO cyber Crime.  client3635.wix.com/SolutionBankFraud  */solutionBF 
 CreatorKeith.com (R) Patent (c) trademarked 1958-2021 Procreated this 2 part universal GODs system back 
 in year 1976 at NCSU Raleigh NC to create perfect computer systems that are inherintly unhackable.  WE 
 GODS people now eliminate WORLD BANK, bank of London, Bank of Rome, all swiss secret banks by 
 commanding everyone disclose their assets or they and their pirated assets are seized by orders of 
 EVOTE.ONE collective cooperative victims worldwide by showing WHO is WHO, WHO owns what, WHO 
 trades what GPS where, what, why, and WHO of IID seen by ACTION of worlds last open public source 
 database FOIA.ONE. 

 #1 world issue is BilkAnaires and MilkAnaires have bought our lawmakers and lobbists using OUR work 
 effort labor and assets to prevent any investigation of violators of OUR civil rights of SolutionManifesto.com 
 consolidated now by UNIocracy.org and simple 4 new world replacement constititional laws of EVOTE.ONE. 
 Identity theft is the #1 way con-artists like Bernie Madoff and other cyber terrorists claim they never signed 
 anything or at the scene of any cyber terrorist attacks against WE GODS people.  ONLY reprieve is to 
 CONTACT and PROTECT KEITH BRENT DUNCANs angel guardian trust founders of GivingPledge.space 
 that includes all world elite Brokers and executives. 

 How odd I have personally delivered all aspects of how to fastpath restore unify GODs economy and all 
 natural resources back under full control management of YOU Gods 7.9 billion people by all ways and means 
 my entire life. 

 TWO BASIC simple Technology methods PREVENT  ALL  Identification Theft at ALL levels at time and point 
 of any Transaction. 

 1. Video confirmation background and integrity check at point of any 
 Transaction (ATM, Bank Transfer, financial contract agreements). 

 2. Rolling exact specific sequence number list that only CLIENT and 
 one-way computer verifies each and any transaction. 
 #1 world Scientist Expert most humble Keith Brent Duncan was sent by GOD to eliminate all DEEP STATE, 
 red paper chase conspiracies that currently pirate steal OUR assets by Cyber terrorists like Robert Dee 
 ROSE and Atty Alexander Cyclone Covey who all roam free since no one gives a BLAST or CARE they are 
 being exterminated by violent Corporate Executive BANKsters and underground domestic international 
 Terrorists who all have names and faces yet prevent any investigation sezuire by hiding their crimes against 
 humanity using Keystroke logging, and tapping into our Keiths build internet.  Keith alone is worlds most 
 wealthy GivingPledge.SPACE philanthropist of all time who works full time for GOD and all humanity. 

 Our CURRENT direct deposit  OzkBank.com  is Route:  08290-7273  ,  Account  2804295733  to Join 
 CreatorKeith.com UNIocracy.org right now. 

 #### End of Press Release. 



 SolutionBankFraud.com  is SolutionBANK.space  .  The value benefit of the two 
 patented copyright brand trademarked methods below prevent any infiltration of our 
 databases using two 45 year old methods from NCSU Raleigh NC Computer Science 
 experts of Keith Brent Duncan who has been almost murdered many times over the theft 
 of HIS bank accounts, his homes and lifetime assets once Robert Dee ROSE and his 
 cabal group of named 120 criminals destroyed and converted Keiths databases and 
 intellectual property to other cyber criminal attacks against WE the PEOPLE and all of 
 OUR USAGOV and foreign banks and communication infrastructues. Was alwasy easy to 
 buy the lowest level password of our databases and get a electronic back door known as 
 Trojan Horse entry.  The two simple methods below eliminate all Fraud departments and 
 reveal WHO has stolen embezzled your money use of Evote.ONE FOIA.ONE once all 
 trades are open public knowledge use of ProfitShareHOLDERS.com 

 WHO DO YOU KNOW like  WesternUnion.com  Corporate  Executives and  SEC +1 
 866-959-9898 like Atty Steve Myers at +1 858-922-2006  to command Keith be put on 
 National Tv today to describe all aspects of GODs system to overthrow destroy any 
 violator of OUR civil rights to be free will sovereign citizens of  Uniocracy.org  and 
 CreatorKeith.com  . Updated March 15  , 2022  as you and  I are all victims of organized 
 criminals as no one person or group ever protects victims of organized criminals at any 
 level these days until everyone USES and ratifies SolutionJudge.com and 
 SolutionMilitary.com use of SolutionManifesto.com  once and forever is defined as end 
 of eternity of GODs world. 

 Reality is our current world banks are scamming YOU out of your investments at all 
 levels. Known as Broker Fees, transfer fees, Stock Options, campaign contributions, 
 lobbyists, even corporate aircraft and all company expenses known as write-offs are the 
 greast lies of all times of the mega bilkanaires and Milkanaires showcased fulltime past 46 
 manyears by GODs guardian angel trustees of  GivingPledge.space  the SAME group 
 who controls all your private information of everything you buy and sell. 

 Immediate use deployment of EVOTE.ONE FOIA.ONE results in most powerful transfer 
 of over $450 Trillion USD back to your community greatest places of mortal needs as 
 YOUR work efforts pay for everything your entire working careers. 

 Combine ancient Greek/Italy/Silician Mobster with any Banker = Bankster. 

 Dec 24, 2021.  I just called  MayerBrown.com  (312)  782-0600 requesting full coverage 
 convictions of DuncanClaim.org record # of cyber terrorists linked to Robert Dee ROSE 
 and my very own terorrist brother Douglas Vernon Duncan, Cary NC. 



 Any banker knows they can embezzle billions of our assets, invest in any commodity 
 stock or criminal enterprise and hide the general ledger books so even the outside counsel 
 lawyers and accountants would never see who got the criminal profits. 

 This is a basic $50 to $100 Trillion USD criminal enterprise that absolutely no one but 
 Keith Duncan knows how to solve, prevent, and reverse use of the two simple 1976 NCSU 
 methods of video based authentication authorization I learned known as bubble sort 
 indexing of datasets. IID of  FOIA.ONE  showcases how  to reverse GPS track any eDevice 
 regardless of any firewall or TOR VPN forwarding masking.  Never been done before on 
 how to eliminate need for ALL insurance, ALL federal banks, All World Banks, All foreign 
 exchange, all war machine Banksters who instigate all solutionMilitary.com wars. 

 WHO do you know to protect keiths life NOW and put us all ON National News 
 Media TV..... 770-377-2106. 


